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DRIEfontein 
safety & security

Smile! Your on the NaTIS (National Traffic Information System) 

cameras. The new security system installed at either end of the 15km

long Driefontein Road was up and running at the end of November.

For those who are unsure of how this new camera system will work, it 

is actually very simple as there is nothing any resident has to do or be 

concerned about. The cameras are linked to NaTIS, meaning any vehicle 

entering or exiting the Driefontein Road will be caught on camera and 

the registration plate will be run through the NaTIS system. Should the 

system pick up any “red flagged” vehicles, local authorities and/or law
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enforcement will be alerted so that they can action any response accordingly. Not only will the cameras alert local authorities of any illegal 

or suspicious vehicle movements, but the cameras will be able to record any movements by pedestrians, cyclists, donkey carts, etc, too. 

transit of mercury
It is hard to evaluate the major astronomical event that occurred on Monday, 11 November 2019. It certainly sounds spectacu-

lar: the planet Mercury had visibly crossed the face of the Sun. The next such transit will not occur until 2032.

Mercury, the planet closest to our Sun, “transited” or passed directly in front of the Sun! As Mercury passed between the Sun 

and Earth, it appeared as a tiny black dot moving across a bright solar disk. The word “transit” may sound familiar because 

in 2004 and 2012, we saw transits of Venus, which anyone could observe with their naked eye using proper protection such as 

standard solar eclipse glasses. Only Venus and Mercury—

planets that orbit the Sun inside of Earth’s orbit—ever 

transit the Sun, as seen from Earth. 
For those who may have observed one or both of the 

Venus transits not too many years ago, may wonder 

why seeing Mercury was more challenging. It is be-

cause Mercury is only half the size of Venus and is 

also twice as far from us. All told, it appears only one 

quarter Venus’s size, and this makes it only visible 

through a telescope with solar filters. For those who

were unaware or unable to view this rare astronomi-

cal event, this is image illiterates what you would have 

seen using the correct equipment.



october

unit 91
This past month has seen a single garage being built at

Peggy’s house, the its walls being plastered and painted

too. All the windows, doors and sliding doors have 

been carefully installed too. Not much happen over the

December as KRV’s contractors will be taking their an-

nual leave from mid December.
OCTOber

Congratulations springboks
The 2019 Rugby World Cup was the ninth edition of the Rugby World Cup, 

the quadrennial world championship for men's rugby union teams. It was 

hosted in Japan from 20 September to 2 November (a li�le more than 2

months) in 12 venues all across the country. The opening match was 

played at Tokyo Stadium in Chōfu, Tokyo, with the final match being 

held at International Stadium Yokohama in Yokohama. This was the first 

time that the tournament had taken place in Asia and outside the tradi-

tional international rugby team unions.

The tournament saw the first cancellation of matches at the Rugby World 

Cup with Typhoon Hagibis affecting three matches due to the expected 

impact on safety that the typhoon would have.

. South Africa beat England 32−12 in the final to claim their third title, equal-

ling New Zealand's record. In doing so, South Africa became the first team to win the title 

after losing a match in the pool stage. The defending champions, New Zealand, finished third after defeating Wales in the 

bronze final.
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Can the Moon affect your mood? Does it make people crazy? 

Science does not have proof, but could centuries of folklore be 

wrong? Unless you plan to ask a werewolf (which we do not 

recommend), it might be time to explore the myths and rea- 

lity. Ancient authorities like Aristotle, Paracelsus, and Pliny the 

Elder, thought some humans were driven crazy by the full Moon. 

Even today, many doctors, nurses, EMTs, police officers, and elementary school teachers agree that full Moons will bring bi-

zarre behaviour — 43 percent of healthcare professionals believe in what some call “the lunar influence,” as do 81 percent of 

mental healthcare specialists. But is there really a lunar connection to abnormal behaviour?

One explanation might be what psychologists call “confirmation bias”—people are more likely to notice things that confirm 

a preexisting belief. If you are working in an emergency room, and something weird happens on the full Moon, your older 

and wiser colleagues nod and say, “Must be a full Moon.” That is what they heard from their elders when they were new at 

the job. (Psychologists have a name for that, too: “communal reinforcement.”)

The Latin name for the Moon—“Luna”—is the root of modern words like “lunacy,” “lunatic,” and even “loon,” as in “crazy as a loon.”  

    One study says more animal bites (from cats, rats, dogs, horses) occur at the full Moon

    Another says there is no increase in dog bites

    One shows an increase in crime around the full Moon

    Others find no increase in arrests, calls for police assistance, prison assaults, ba�eries, or homicides

    Admissions for psychosis are lowest during the full Moon, and psychiatric emergency room visits decline

    Calls to suicide prevention hotlines peak at the new Moon, not the full Moon
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Can a Full Moon 
Affect Your Mood?

Science says no. Hundreds of studies have failed to turn up evidence of the lunar influence. And those few studies that sug-

gest a connection are usually disproved or contradicted by others:

But if something weird happens at a different phase of the lunar cycle, nobody says, “Must be the third quarter Moon!” And 

when nothing unusual happens on the full Moon, nobody says anything. We call widespread beliefs that are unsupported by 

fact folklore. Erika Brady, who teaches folklore at Western Kentucky University, says, “it’s a way of imposing order on some-

thing that feels frighteningly out of control.”

How does a belief that strange things happen on the full Moon help us feel safer? The full Moon occurs only once every 29.5 

days; that means the other four weeks of the lunar month should be less dangerous and unpredictable. Therefore, this folk 

belief implies that our fears about everything from increased bleeding to werewolves may be 

limited to only 12 or 13 days per year. Hey! Maybe that’s why the number 

13 worries people!



Jugomaro Predator Park SA, Vaalwater
Saturday 14 December from 14h00 

@ Koro Creek Bushveld Golf Estate

Saturday 07, 14, 21 & 28 December 07:00 - 08:00

Members monthly golf competition! Non-members are 
welcome to participate. Spur sponsored prizes are for 
member only. For enquiries / entries / membership 
sign-up, contact the Links Pro Shop at 014 495 0030 
proshop@korocreek.com

@ Koro Creek Bushveld Golf Estate

@ Fairways, 25 December 

 014 495 0026Koro Creek Bushveld Golf Estate

Ruan Josh & Franja du Plessis  @  Weesgerus Vakansieoord
Friday, 20 December 2019 from 19:00-21:00



what’s in bloom

Garden Tasks
THE FLOWER GARDEN - Feed and deadhead annuals and remove weeds. Fill in gaps with hardy varieties such as marigolds,

balsam, alyssum, ageratum and gomphrena, taking into consideration the colour of the surrounding plants. In cool areas, sow

seeds of winter-flowering annuals which have a long growing season, such as primulas, ranunculus, anemones and ornamen-

tal kale. In hot, dry areas, delay sowing until the weather is cooler.

At the height of summer, our gardens are once again filled with colour, from the second

flush of roses and dazzling displays of annuals to the full blooms of those stalwarts of the South African 

garden, hydrangeas and agapanthus. When planning the colour scheme for a garden that will be in bloom at Christmas,

consider ‘cool-coloured’ plants with blue, lemon-yellow or white flowers. You can also incorporate cream and white varie-

gated foliage plants in the layout as the foliage shows up well as night, while white flowers often have a strong perfume. Al-

ternatively, you may prefer to go for combinations of bright festive colours like red, orange and lime green, but bear in 

mind that these warm colours could be overbearing in summer. This is a busy month, but garden chores that are completed

early in the month will leave you time to enjoy the garden over the festive season. If you are going to be away for an exten-

ded period, make arrangements to have your lawn mowed. If it is left to grow unchecked, it may prove hard to get it back

into shape when you return.

BULBS - Plant Nerines for autumn colour; they are shy flowers but can be encouraged to produce blooms by adding wood char-

coal to the soil (not brique�es or other synthetic firelighters). Cut the flower heads off faded crinums and feed. Remove dead leaves

from dieramas and watsonias which are dying back. Divide overcrowded bearded irises. Plant liliums.

PERENNIALS - Pinch back chrysanthemums to encourage new, bushy growth. Now is a good time to propagate autumn-flowering pe-

rennials. Cut back old flower stems of shasta daisies and Penstemom achillea (yarrow); mulch the plants with compost and feed.

ROSES - Continue with a regular spraying programme for fungal problems. Feed with 8:1:5 granular fertilizer or an organic equi-

valent. Top up mulch if necessary or sprinkle old manure around each plant, keeping it away from the stem.

LAWNS - Lift lawn-mower blades to allow the grass to grow longer, thus protecting the roots from the heat of the sun and from 

drying winds. To transform th lawn into a lush green swathe for Christmas, feed with a high nitrogen fertilzer and water well. If 

you are going away, do not feed the lawn; rather, spray it with a retardant which will slow down growth so it will need mowing 

less frequently.

waterwise gardening
South Africa is a naturally dry country and water is our most treasured resource. With intermi�ent rain and unpredictable droughts

becoming the norm, plus the ever increasing demands being made on our river systems, we must do our best to conserve water. 

Gardens, and lawns, in particular are heavy users of domestic water so it is understandable that when water restrictions are enforced, 

these are directed at the gardener, who must learn to use water wisely by establishing an economical management plan. 

gardener’s
friend

Dragonflies are the bejewelled, airborne ac-

robats of the garden. One minute they are 

swooping over the surface 

of the pond, the next ho-

vering overhead in search of 

prey or flashing by as they 

chase an intruder out of 

their territory. Their aquatic larvae are also predatory. 

These creatures spend several years underwater, feeding 

on tadpoles, water beetles, small fish and mosquito larvae. 

Water is a must for a�racting dragonflies. For breeding pur-

poses, they need an informal pond with a build-up of sediment,

 open expanse of still water, marginal vegetation and a few aquatic 

plants which larvae can crawl up when they are ready to leave the pond.

flowers 
this month

ANNUALS - Bedding dahlias (various); Moluccella laevis (Bells of Ireland);

Petunia x hybrida (Petunias); Salvia farinacea (Victoria)

PERNNIALS - Dianthus spp (Carnations); Monarda didyma (Bergamont); 

Pentsemom spp

BULBS - Agapanthus spp; Begonia spp; Galtonia candicans (Berg lily); Hip-

peastrum Puniceum (Amaryllis); Lilium candidum (Madonna lily); Polian-

thes tuberosa (Tuberose); Tigridia Pavonia (Tiger flower); Zantedeschia 

(Arum lily); Zephyranthes grandiflora (Rain lily)

CLIMBERS - Campsis spp (Trumpet creeper); Distictus spp; Solanum wend-

landii (Potato creeper); Vigna caracalla (Snail flower)

SHRUBS - Abutilon spp (Chinese lantern); Cuphea spp (Frangipani); Hi-

biscus spp; Poly myrtifolia (September brush); Fuchsia spp; Roses

Watering by hand with a sprinkler-head a�ached to the garden hose keeps you in touch with the garden. It is also economical, in

that water is applied exactly where and when it is needed. Be sure to water deeply and thoroughly and not just sprinkle the beds. 

As a general rule, early to mid-morning is the best time to water the garden as this enables plants to absorb sufficient water to get 

them through the heat of the day. Midday watering can result in drops of water se�ling on the leaves possibly acting as a lens, re-

sulting in damaging scorch marks. Late afternoon watering can exacerbate fungal diseases such as mildew.



As with many ventures, planning is the most important stage. And if the planning is done well, implementation

becomes relatively easy. Before we start, we need to understand the principles of a wildlife garden, as well as 

the basic habitats that we might choose to create, whom to consult, and when - and how to go it alone if you like.

gardening with nature

The garden you design may remain with you for your lifetime, or even for generations to come. When designing

and installing a wildlife garden, it is important to understand the habitats and facilities that the different species 

require. This knowledge is dynamic and you will soon be modifying and inventing new concepts to ensure that 

the maximum number of wildlife species visit the garden. Mother Nature has a never-ending number of environ-

mental combinations in order to satisfy the needs of all wildlife species, and you need to imitate them as best 

possible to maximise your gardening for wildlife pleasure.
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Any wildlife garden, regardless of its size, where it is or what climatic region it is in, should ideally consist of 4

basic habitats:  the Open Area, the Exclusion Area, the Canopy Corridor and the Wetland. These are the key to max-

imising the diversity of creatures you want to a�ract. The principles of garden habitat design remain the same no 

ma�er where in the region you are situated. Plant choices will differ and the type of wildlife that visits the garden 

will vary, but the habitat requirements will be constant. Utilise the general principles and make local adaptions. 

Designing your garden yourself is a challenge, but it can be a hugely rewarding one. It is not that difficult, but it 

would be wise to have someone with sound horticultural knowledge check your efforts before you implement your 

design. Start with a basic plan of everything that exists in your garden. Draw a bird’s-eye view of the complete pro-

perty, with the outline of all the structures to scale. This will include the house, braai area, carports, etc. Record any

gradients. This will allow you to design the flow of rainwater and also determine which parts of the garden will be

more moist than others.

Now you need to start thinking like the wildlife that you wish to a�ract. Animals are a bit like humans - some are 

bold and well adapted to the hustle and bustle of urban life, while others are shy and reticent, preferring privacy and 

quiet. So even a well-designed pond, if it is situated right next to the busiest part of the house will unlikely a�ract a 

great deal of wildlife. Make a few trips to your local nature reserves, such as Nylsvlei, and observe the habits and

natural habitats of the species you wish to a�ract. Determine which species keep to the treetops and which scurry a-

long the ground. Which part of the bank and water do the different creatures use to bathe and drink? In essence, what

you are trying to do is mimic the best that nature provides on a miniature scale in your garden.

A - The Canopy Corridor - trees planted close together with their cano-

pies interlinking, provide a green corridor along which wildlife can 

move.

Once you have a good understanding of the habitat types required by 

the wildlife you might a�ract to your garden, and an idea of where to 

B - The Exclusion Area - created in the part of the garden furthest 

from human activities. It is densely planted with trees, shrubs and 

groundcovers.

A B

C - The Wetland Area - planted with indigenous reeds and bul-

rushes, this area will be a favourite breeding site for bishops, wea-

vers and other birds that live near water. C
D - The Pond - situated in the Open Area and the Exclusion Area. Logs 

and rocks can be placed in the water.

E - The Sandbath - a feature not often seen in urban gardens. Soft sand 

adjacent to the Open Area will ensure that birds and other wildlife can 

sandbath.

F - The Open Area - normally the mowed lawn area; it can also be plan-

ted with wild grasses or low growing groundcovers.

place each habitat on your plan, it is time to choose the plants. Bear in mind that your wildlife garden is a ‘mini-ecosystem’, speeded up by irrigation, 

fertilizing and other input by you, the gardener. You may wish, for instance, to transplant varieties that are not thriving into a different 

area of the garden. Some plant varieties will ‘take over’ the beds and it may be necessary to cut them back from 

time to time. In essence, you are the master of the garden landscape and will need to experi-

ment over the years until you are happy with the results.

D

E

F



speckled 

mousebird

Grey go-away bird (Corythaixoides concolor), was previously known 

as the grey lourie and is sometimes be�er known by its Afrikaans name

“Kwêvoël”.  These are bold and common bird species of the southern 

Afrotropics and are present in arid to moist, open woodlands and thorn 

savanna, especially near surface water.

The speckled mousebird (Colius striatus) is the lar-

gest species of mousebird, as well as one of the most

common. This bird is about 35 cm long, with the tail 

comprising approximately half the length, and weighs 

about 57 grams. It is well-named, because it is dull-mousy 

brown in overall colour on the back and on the head (in-

cluding a prominent crest). The bill is black on the upper part 

and is a pinkish colour on the lower part. The rare white-headed mouse-

bird can be confused with this species, but the differently coloured man-

dibles and the lack of a bare grey orbital patch render the Speckled species 

distinctive.

The speckled mousebird is not known for its voice, as songbirds are, although 

it is a noisy creature. They make a warbling tsu-tsu call while in flight, and 

are known for their tisk-tisk alarm call while in flight. Most habitats are suit-

able for this species, except the rainforests and more arid areas. This mouse-

bird prefers open bushveld habitats. It is widespread in savanna and open 

woodlands, as well as areas with tangled thickets. It is a common "backyard 

bird," often seen in urban areas that contain gardens and orchards.

The speckled mousebird is a frugivore which subsists on fruits, berries, leaves, 

seeds and nectar, and is fairly strict in its choice of food from area to area. These 

are conspicuously social birds, feeding together and engaging in mutual pree-

ning. They also accompany each other when they go to ground to dust bathe 

(also to occasionally swallow pebbles to assist in grinding up vegetation as 

they digest it). Upon nightfall, they roost in very tight groups of 20 or so birds 

and on cold nights they can become torpid. Being in a torpid state could make 

them easy prey, but the large groups are apparently effective enough to deter 

most nocturnal predators.

Grey Go-away bird
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They regularly form groups and parties that forage in tree tops, or dust 

bathe on the ground. Especially when disturbed, they make their pre-

sence known by their characteristically loud and nasal "kweh" or "go-

way" calls, with the last syllable typically a descending drawl. Within 

range, their unique combination of appearance and habits precludes 

confusion with other bird species. 

Though their flight is rather slow and laboured, they can cover long dis-

tances. Once in the open tree tops however, they can display the agility 

which is associated with the Musophagidae, as they run along tree limbs 

and jump from branch to branch. They can form groups and parties 

numbering even 20 to 30 that move about in search of fruit and insects 

near the tree tops. Its diet is mainly fruit (such as wild figs and berries), 

flowers, buds, leaves, termites, and snails.

The sexes are similar. They measure 47–51 cm from bill tip to tail tip, and 

weigh some 200 to 300 g. They have an almost uniform smoky-grey plu-

mage with long tails and (similar to mousebirds) a wispy, back-swept 

crest of some 6 to 7 cm in length. The crest can be raised almost verti-

cally when excited. The strong, decurved beak is black and the gape and 

tongue strikingly pink. The plumage is darkest grey on the chin and 

throat, and palest around the eyes and on the belly.

The flimsy nest platform is built from fairly 

thin, and often thorny sticks; and their almost 

round, white eggs can be seen from below. 

Usually three eggs are laid in a nest that is 

placed at the center of an isolated tree. The 

adults share all parental duties, and the chicks 

start clambering about before they are able to 

fly. The chicks are covered in dense brownish 

down, and are fed regurgitated food by the 

parents. In South Africa and Zimbabwe, they

breed throughout the year. 

These creatures may breed at any time of the year. The nest is a large (for the 

bird) and untidy cup made of vegetable and animal material (sometimes in-

cluding cloth and paper) and is constructed by both the male and female. 

Clutch size ranges from one to seven eggs (appa-

rently based on latitude), but usually averages 3–4. 

Nestlings are fed by both parents and also by hel-

pers, which usually are juveniles from previous 

clutches. The incubation period is fourteen days and 

the offspring will leave the nest for the first time 

at about seventeen or eighteen days. After 

a li�le over a month, the nestlings 

will begin foraging for 

themselves.



You know you are ready

to retire when you think

“ge�ing lucky”

means finding your car

in the parking lot.
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Riddles

riddles ANSWERs

1- Christmas lights

   2- Christmas tree   

3- It was already stuffed   

4- Rude-dolf

5- Because the chicken

 had drum sticks 
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1    I come with many colours, so beautiful and bright, I turn so 

      many houses into a beautiful sight. What am I?

2    I get chopped, decorated and on one end you will see wings  

      on top. What am I?

3    Why did the turkey not want to eat on Christmas?

4    Who is the most impolite and disrespectful of all the reindeer?3

3

2

2 5

5

5

1

3

2

7
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facebook

Follow Kolobe Retirement Village & 

Wildlife Estate on Facebook by liking 

our page. You will receive instant no-

tifications of events taking place as 

well as any news about KRV.

5    Why did the li�le drummer boy allow the chicken to join him 

      in his band?
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Elsa Greyling

083 552 9311

Repairs 

and 

adjustments 

to men 

& women 

clothing

081 027 1344

bosveldprint@gmail.com
101 Nelson Mandela Drive

014 717 3440

BATTERY SPOT
NYLSTROOM

014 717 2774

119 Thabo Mbeki Drive, Modimolle

KOBUS - 082 802 3652 (all hours)

Visit us for all your ba�ery needs!

4x4 TLB for hire

Modimolle & Bela Bela

Contact Nico 082 416 8441

Financial Advisor 

in Modimolle

Ben Sco�

082 867 2786

ben.s@sanlam4u.co.za

Animal feed for both

pets & wildlife

6 Vos Street c/o Mandela Drive

014 717 1480 

Dr. Magdel de Klerk

Senior Audiologist

082 925 4198

Dr Jannie Laubscher 

& Esti du Plessis

DENTISTS

014 717 5581 / 014 717 3554

95 Thabo Mbeki AvenueCell:  082 825 6920     Email:  ma3kie002@gmail.com

Modimolle & Bela Bela

SERVICES IN MODIMOLLE

Email  if you would like to advertise your business here.info@koloberetirementvillage.co.za

014 717 5354

Modimed Building

Cnr Thabo Mbeki Drive 

& Plein Street, Modimole

Dr Cynita Conradie
Homeopathic Doctor

082 403 7801 - 72 Kroep Street

Dr LD Pienaar 

89 Thabo Mbeki Drive

Modimolle

014 717 2581 

Experts in any kind of glass!

014 717 2693 / 082 821 9619

marielo�erie@telkomsa.net 

Joe’s 

Motor

Service

082 892 0008

Dr Jannie Laubscher 

& Esti du Plessis

Joe’s 

Motor

Service

082 892 0008

Keoma Bezuidenhout

111 Thabo Mbeki Street

1st floor above Dr Louis Pienaar

Modimolle

 014 112 0097.
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8 Nelson Mandela - 014 717 3610
061 354 0459

Domestic & Wildlife Vet 

014 717 5996

104 Thabo Mbeki Street, 

Modimolle (Nylstroom) 

ModiMall 014 717 4010

 Sparrow Centre 014 717 2441

88 Nelson Mandela Street

Modimolle

014 717 5351

109 Thabo Mbeki Drive

Modimolle

014 717 2701

014 940 0096 

082 579 8093

http://info@koloberetirementvillage.co.za


Break away to our peaceful, 
revitalizing bushveld atmosphere!

Driefontein Road

083 652 0987 or 083 232 9734

ModiMall Entrance 2
Thabo Mbeki Street

Modimolle

014 717 3262

Lekkereet Etes
Kombuis en Kofehuis 

Bosveldsig Centre
Maroela Street, Modimolle

083 556 7921 

Best “geelvet” biltong in town.

56 Nelson Mandela Dr

072 197 0573 Driefontein Road - 014 004 0131

Fully Licensed Take-Away

& Family orientated Restaurant
R 33 between Kranskop 

Tollgate and Modimolle 
Dining * Coffee Shop * Route 66 Bar

078 460 0150

Fairways Restaurant
at Koro Creek Bushveld Golf Estate

014 495 0026

Delicious food for the whole family.

Enclosed play area for the li�le ones.

51 Nelson Mandela Dr, Modimolle

014 717 4114

Lone Bear
Steak Ranch

Shop 14, Sparrow Shopping Centre 
c/o Nelson Mandela & Meinigar Street

014 717 4011

Sparrow Shopping Centre 
c/o Nelson Mandela & Meinigar Street

014 717 3711

Located between Bela-Bela 

and Modimolle in Limpopo

073 591 2280 or 082 903 6041 

087 820 7185/6

Nylstroom Rolbalklub

Bowls Club

014 717 1390

18 Hole Championship

Golf Course

014 495 0026

Bosveld Photography 

 

 
Lizelle 082 772 2006  

Pieter 082 905 9198

SERVICES IN MODIMOLLE

Email  if you would like to advertise your business here.info@koloberetirementvillage.co.za

Klein Namakwa Nursery

014 717 3241

corner of Thabo Mbeki and 
Alf Makaleng Street, Modimolle

Leeskring / Book Club
Mondays & Thursdays

09h00 - 12h00 & 14h00 - 17h00

R7 per book to take home for 2 weeks. 

All money is used to buy new books.

Marthie 0824419047 - Elsie 0722491205

All levels & ages.
Koro Creek Bushveld Golf Estate

Chris - 0718683927

Life Fitness Centre

Le Grand Lifestyle Centre
Nelson Mandela Drive
Gym - 072 172 4638
Japie - 072 747 3771

GROOT NYLSOOG STREET

MODIMOLLE 

073 466 7113

Serendipity 4x4 Eco Trails
082 553 3266
Tierkloof Game Farm
Mookgophong (Naboomspruit)

http://info@koloberetirementvillage.co.za


A very special happy birthday to Wendy from Unit 16 who celebrated 

her birthday on the 15th of November.

Dreams seen with eyes closed can be forgo�en. Real dreams are those that come when the eyes are wide open 

and the heart is ready to follow them. Happy Birthday with a lifetime full of dreams!

NOVEMber Birth Flower - 
chrysanthemum

The November birth flower, chrysanthemums, are often nicknamed “mums.” The word, “chrys-

anthemum,” comes from the Greek prefix “chrys-” meaning golden and “-anthemion,” meaning 

flower. Its original colours were golden, though mums now come in many colors.

1  2

Total Rainfall for NOVEMBER

2019   =   115 mm2017   =   57 mm 2018   =   8 mm

GRAMPA, DID YOU

BUY ME A PRSENT 

FOR CHRISTMAS?

OF COURSE, DON’T

I ALWAYS BUY YOU

A CHRISTMAS

PRESENT?

THE REAL QUESTION

IS, DID YOU BUY

ME A CHRISTMAS

PRESENT?

WELL, GRAMPA, IT’S

WEEKS ‘TIL CHRISTMAS

AND WHO KNOWS IF

 YOU’LL EVEN LIVE

THAT LONG?

Both the Chinese and Japanese consider chrysanthemums a powerful emblem of youth. The Chi-

nese also believe that it prevents gray hair. A symbol of the sun, the Japanese consider the orderly 

unfolding of the chrysanthemum’s petals to represent perfection. It is said that a single petal placed 

in the bo�om of a glass of wine enhances longevity.

A red chrysanthemum means “I love you.” A white chrysanthemum means innocence, purity, and 

pure love. A yellow chrysanthemum means slighted love. 



Life is the most difficult exam.

Many people fail because they 

try to copy others, not realising 

that everyone has a different 

question paper.

contact details
MARKETING agent

Claudia 072 181 5439

info@koloberetirementvillage.co.za

sales agent

Nico Jnr 079 711 7195

kolobejnr@gmail.com

developer & managing director

Nico Snr 082 416 8441

kolobesnr@gmail.com

Website

Facebook

www.kolobertirementvillage.co.za

www.facebook.com/koloberetirementvillage

For the safety, security and privacy of our residents, please

note that viewing is strictly by appointments.

SHOW HOUSE

KRV’s show house is a Type C house at 138 square

meters and for sale at R1,450,000.00.

The show house has 2 bedrooms each with its own 

en-suite bathroom. The main bedroom’s bathroom 

has both a shower and bath and the 2nd bedroom’s

bathroom has a shower only. Both bedrooms and the 

kitchen have built-in-cupboards. The show house has 

an open-plan living area and kitchen, LP gas stove/oven 

unit, solar geyser with backup LP gas geyser, solar 

electricity system, single garage, veranda enclosed with fly screen sliding doors, private boma and a 

dog-friendly palisade. For enquiries regarding KRV’s show house, contact Claudia on 072 181 5439.
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